
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

Something to Remember is a compilation album by American singer Madonna, released by Maverick Records on
November 3, The album was conceived .

Subsequently, other images taken from the shoot appeared in fashion magazines, such as Vanity Fair and
Vogue Italia. It follows with two excellently produced AOR ballads, moves to an 80's hit which gives you a
chance to compare her evolution in singing and anyway, Crazy For You is great, it has one wonderful
structure to highlight the chorus and make it the catchiest , a hit from a movie back then, another highlight
from the 80s, and a bunch of songs where "Love don't live here anymore" is re-recorded with many strings and
which is a complete success. It was shot in a single frame portraying Madonna in an empty suite of an
abandoned hotel. Background[ edit ] David Foster was chosen to co-write and co-produce new material for the
album. After Madonna accepted Hooper's suggestion to collaborate with Massive Attack, the band sent
Madonna the music of the song first. Receiving gold certification from the Recording Industry Association of
Japan RIAJ , the song was added to Something to Remember track listing in the hope of boosting the album
sales in the region. It was originally intended as the album's first single, but cancelled due to contract problems
between Madonna's label and Motown Records , the copyright owner of the song. Robert "3D" Del Naja , one
of the band members, subsequently went to New York with Hooper and worked in the studio for two days. We
all know her hits, we all have followed her career, some hate her, some admire her, she still makes gigantic
shows at her 50's. It became a top ten hit in Finland and achieved top 20 placement in the United Kingdom,
but charted weakly in the rest of the continent, resulting a low peak of number 62 on the European Hot Singles
chart. Lyrically, the song talks of independence after the end of a love affair stating that Madonna will go onto
greater things. Del Naja said, "I think the really cool thing about it was the fact that [Madonna] sang it so
beautifully. There was no special effects, no messing aroundâ€”it was just in there singing it with a lot of
passion and soul. She was on time every day and was really co-producing the songs with me. It starts with a,
hm, bit dated trip-hop cover of "I want you" which features the kind of chords and arpeggios that Craig
Armstrong is so obsessed with. The song received poor commercial reception, peaking at number 78 on the
Billboard Hot , while reaching the top forty in Australia and Canada. During the album conception, Madonna
was also asked by her Bedtime Stories producer Nellee Hooper to collaborate with British trip hop group
Massive Attack for a Marvin Gaye tribute album. And that's because it features most of Madonna's better
songs - before that surprising jump into full electronica in "Ray of Light" - and her strongest performances.
According to Rikky Rooksby, the author of The Complete Guide to the Music of Madonna, the song selection
creates a soft atmosphere, the music is downbeat and "emotionally introverted" with mellow vibes throughout.
Throughout the chord changes progression to give Madonna's vocals dominance in the song, and after a
minute the percussion starts with a tremolo guitar added later. While I have no regrets regarding the choices
I've made artistically, I've learned to appreciate the idea of doing things in a simpler way. A lot of artists want
to produce just because they can, and they don't do a thing for the credit, which I really hate. Two tracks on
the compilation, "Crazy for You" and "Live to Tell", were overlapping with her first greatest hits album , The
Immaculate Collection  And it's maybe ironic that this album, a compilation of ballads, most of them subdued
and quiet, is not her best compilation so far but also one of her better albums in that very long career. All of
them are from my heart. The track was reworked by producer David Reitzas and features a different
composition from the version. So without a lot of fanfare, without any distractions, I present to you this
collection of ballads. Report We all know Madonna. Some are old, some are new. Despite no promotion and
no music video, the song still charted as high as number two in Italy and peaked inside the top 40 in Australia,
Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The songs are all but forgotten. And, I confess, crafted pop that,
though her godzillianly big star image, sounds sincere and beautiful. I liked the whole experience of working
with herâ€”the punctuality, the professionalism, and the sexiness. After a controversy-fueled period,
Madonna's personal life had started to dominate over her musical career. But Madonna worked as hard as any
producer I know And, though not all the other songs have the same interest, it's, as a whole, a very gentle,
confortable, very well produced, and which has more value seeing how her career seems to be centered in
production trickery and inmediate dance while these songs are all centered in very well crafted pop.


